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The Purpose of Cursing Language speaking has always been a way for 

people to express themselves and their thoughts. Every individual has their 

own way of speaking and their own way of using it to let others know their 

point of view, so that people can hear them. Language is always developing 

and evolving throughout time, no matter which tongue you speak. New 

words are added to the dictionary yearly, and some words seem to be more 

significant of a use than others. The popularity of particular words has 

created so many different uses and definitions for them. 

The ever so common curse words have become a sensation upon every 

dialect speaker. The diverse use of these words has spread across the world, 

and people are not being shy about using them. Swearing has become 

publicly used, and broadcasted, globally via all media connections. From 

comedians on television to radio hosts on the morning radio, it seems every 

person if expressing their use for these words. As profanity grows more 

common to daily life, the use of it is more often used with the expanding 

media. 

Varying in so many media communications, the effects of those words can 

cause more damage than expected, as the chances of the younger youth 

following the trend are also much greater. Allowing swear words to be used 

so commonly, and broadcasted worldwide, is almost saying that it’s okay for 

anybody to use these words anywhere, anytime. Children need to be 

protected from such vulgarity, so that they can preserve their innocence for 

as long as possible. Having profanity used so regularly brings up a lot of 

concern about how much more it could be used, making it seem okay to 

bring into younger and younger generations media. 
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One day on television, a child might be watching Barney and the next thing 

they hear him say might be how “ good of a f—— day” he’s having. With the 

profanity becoming so common, who knows how far any media technology 

will go to fit in with the growing trend. People all over the world are OKing 

swearing, some even praise people and leaders that do. It’s now also being 

considered “ attractive” when a person uses profanity, as Christopher 

Lochhead from CBSNews. com said. … Is it a mistake that so many 

successful people curse? I don’t think so. There is something attractive about

people who communicate in clear, powerful, expressive ways. We admire 

leaders who don’t pull any punches. In fact, cussing has been part of 

business life ever since the first caveman short-paid his neighbor for a piece 

of meat. Sometimes cussing is used to display faux toughness. Over the 

course of my business career, almost every great executive I have worked 

with swore. Some execs strut their raw side in public. 

Not long after taking over as Yahoo’s CEO, Carol Bartz famously dropped an 

F-bomb on a Wall Street conference call, (Full disclosure: During a speech in 

front of over a thousand salespeople, I once said: “ We are not participating 

in the f*cking recession! ” and the crowd roared its approval. ) These are not 

one-off examples. A 2007 study found that swearing at work can inspire 

teamwork…” 1 While some individuals use curse words to emphasize what 

they’re saying, others use it to express emotion and change the tone of their

conversation. 
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